O2O Method for Fast 2D Shape Retrieval.
A novel post-processing method, online to offline (O2O), to improve the efficiency of shape retrieval is proposed in this paper. The essence of this proposed method is to move more work that requires a lot of computation to offline. Based on this approach, the O2O rerank the retrieval result online with the help of the offline analysis. The result of offline analysis can be reused indefinitely, regardless of the query shape, as long as the database is unchanged. Therefore, O2O is very efficient and suitable for real-time applications. We evaluated our method for shape retrieval and recognition on five databases including MPEG-7 CE-1 Part B, Tari 1000, Animals, Kimia 99, and Swedish Plant Leaf. Our experimental results show that as a post-processing algorithm, O2O provides highly efficient and effective shape retrieval.